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Trust, control, contracting
Summary of today’s presentation
› My research project
› Looked at contracting and
regulation of OOHC in NSW,
Queensland and Victoria
› Challenges and obstacles in the
way of reform
› Lessons for the future
› Questions

Where do we go from here?
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My study
Key informants
› Interviews with more than 50 senior
officials – heads of department,
ministers, heads of NGOs
› published reports of inquiries into
OOHC/child protection by
Ombudsman, ICAC, parliamentary
inquiries, Royal Commissions.
› Published submissions to the Royal
Commission into Institutional
Responses to Child Sexual Abuse
› Interviews and document collection
finished more than a year ago so only
current up to then
› Prior to work with RCIRCSA – ethics!
Multiple agents, multiple principals
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Main lessons
Spoiler alert
› Ministers, public servants, many
regulators and NGO providers all
think contracting with NGOs needs
to be reformed, with policy settings
designed in a collaborative way,
with a reduction in regulatory clutter
and success based on measures of
client wellbeing and safety
› BUT

Relational contracting
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The authorising environment
Oversight to burn
› The public servants who purchase
OOHC and, increasingly, the NGOs
who provide it work within a web of
scrutiny from multiple investigatory
and review bodies.
› The impact of these bodies on
contracting design and
implementation has to date been
underestimated
› Regulatory and monitoring activity
will increase, not decrease, in high
risk environments like OOHC
Bi brother is watching you
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Models of contracting
Agency contracting vs relational contracting
› Low trust, high control contracts –transactional or “agency” – financial
penalties for non compliance; a lot spent on monitoring of performance,
measuring, and trying to outwit gaming and creaming of measures
› High trust, high collaboration – relational or stewardship contracts – focus
on outcome measures, the purchaser does not seek to control and monitor
the internal processes of the provider; a lot of joint training, non financial
measures to build trust
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The authorising environment
What is the public sector authorising environment?
› “the large number and wide variety
of people in particular positions
who authorize public managers to
take action or appropriate money
for them to use…Together, these
individuals can call managers to
account for their performance and
choose to continue or withdraw the
authorizations the managers need
to operate” (Moore and Khagram
2004:6)
Web of accountabilities
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The OOHC authorising environment
Multiple accountabilities
› Parliament – estimates committees, special inquiries
› Ministers (and staff)
› Ombudsman, ICAC, Guardian, Auditor General
› Royal Commissions and other special inquiries (80 inquiries in 3 decades)
› Study of reports from many of these bodies, and interviews, shows that
they have competing expectations about what contracts will look like and
what will be achieved by contracts
› Ministers and public servants work within a volatile, high-change, low trust
authorising environment – this impacts upon the way that contracting is
designed and implemented. Public servants who themselves work in a
high control, low trust environment have an incentive to create high
control, low trust contracts
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The authorising environment for NGOs
Expanding external scrutiny
› Reports and interviews show
strong pressure to give bodies such
as the auditor general, ICAC and
Ombudsman direct oversight of
NGO service providers
› Resisted by government and
historically resisted by NGO sector
but events such as the Royal
Commission make resistance more
difficult.

Birds nest accountability
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Outcome based contracting to the NGO sector
Peter Shergold 2013 (former head of DPC)

Its only a model…

› “…the transformative potential of
outsourcing has been undermined
by the unnecessary intrusion of
public service micro-management
of third party administration...
Often they are motivated by the
impulse to avoid political risk on
behalf of the ministers they serve…
In order to reduce agency risk, a
burden of red-tape standardization is
imposed upon delivery agencies.
That stifles the creativity that might
come from diversity….Instead of
focusing on results the
administrative guidelines too often
concentrate on process.
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Its just a matter of trust…
Heads of department
› Ministerial accountability, as you
know, Jenny, is bullshit. And it
disappeared when I first came into
the public sector…We don’t have a
Westminster system any more.
(Former CEO,Large Government
agency)

Frank and fearless
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Who do senior bureaucrats trust
› Each other (sometimes)
› Have contractual relationship with Minister and highly supportive; but
assume minister will move on in rapid turnover
› Believe ministerial staff will throw them under a bus in a crisis; believe they
will push for short term media friendly policy that gets their minister
promoted out of a death trap portfolio
› Distrust central agencies – turnover, inability to deliver on deals especially
re forward budgets. Feel mistrusted, surveilled
› Many expressed distrust external accountability agencies – zealots;
generate red tape and rigidity
› Charities – longer corporate survival than heads of department or minister;
“waiting for the next bus”; better access to minister and ministerial staff

It’s just a matter of trust
Who does the community trust?
› Not government – either the
bureaucracy or the elected officials
› But does the public trust charities?
› Yes and no. Trust generically for
charities but interestingly reducing
trust for “religious organisations” –
even though often one and the
same.

Trust no-one

› Precipitous loss of trust for
particular charities in the wake of
scandals – eg Royal Commission,
Salvation Army, RSL

Trust and the external accountability agencies
Relationships built on trust and mutual respect
› Oversight agencies. The
Ombudsman and all of the others.
And I rate him as the number
one enemy of serious reform”
› [Former Director-General, DOCS]
› “Multiple accountabilities
disorder” (Koppell 2005)

Ball of confusion
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Intelligent commissioning
The eye of the storm
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What does this all mean
Commissioning
› The way to reduce some ongoing
transaction costs is a form of
commissioning – but set up costs will be
substantial
› Often means a planned economy
approach – commissioning and relational
contracting mean longevity of
relationships, which in turn mean
favoured providers – risks for smaller
community organisations
› High transaction costs mean not just for
government – also for providers.

Every child matters

› All indications are that large, well better
resourced NGOs will over time be
favoured, and smaller organisations will
be disadvantaged, no matter how
community based or innovative they may
be

The road ahead
What is the way forward?
› Acknowledge the complexities of the
interests of all the different parties ;“Model
out major policy changes
› Invest in contracting staff, build up
commissioning skills funder and provider
[UK office of the third sector]
› Build intelligent commissioning systems but
recognise this carries consequences for
probity/procurement and risks for smaller
agencies
› Clients, client advocates in consultative
forums, advisory committees to NGO
boards, CREATE and children’s
commissioners
Well, I wouldn’t start here…

› Transparently report on transaction costs,
including the cost of external accountability,
contract oversight and one-off inquiries

What is the realistic situation?
Contracting and OOHC
› In high risk area such as OOHC – and in similar fields such as ageing and
some parts of disability provision – regulation and oversight is going to
increase – whether that is through contractual provisions or through the
operation of external accountability bodies such as the auditor general or
parliamentary committees
› There is a very poor history of developing meaningful outcome measures
that look at child well being – tend to be either efficiency/financial
measures or crude safety measures (resubstantiations). Substantial risks
of gaming of many outcome measures
› Trying to forestall gaming leads to complex contracts (eg social benefit
bonds) - expensive
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Empowering the client
Giving the child a voice
› A lot of NGO OOHC providers pay at least lip service to mechanisms for
client consultation
› Highly variable and in practical terms client consultation mechanisms often
fallen into misuse, tokenistic
› The individual client package method of contracting (as per the NDIS)
seen as attractive by many for OOHC
› Independent advocates/visitors for children in OOHC – especially
residential
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Corporatisation of the NGO sector
Moving away from the volunteer ethos
› Paradox – NGOs seen as more trustworthy when they comply with the
accountability mechanisms of the public sector, corporate governance of
the private sector.
› Professionalisation – shed the attributes of volunteerism and flexibility that
many argue are the most important contribution of the NGO sector
› Very difficult for small, community run NGOs to comply with probity and
other requirements – without explicit government support, will find it
impossible to compete with the large corporatised NGOs
› Lack of trust between all parties, including within the NGO sector, was a
strong feature
› NGOs expressed the need to more strongly oversight and control their
own internal staff – moving away from NGO ethos
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Bowling alone
Driving out collaborative behaviour…
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